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“Priceless in so many ways…”
- Gregg Tucker, Faith Christian Academy (FCA) in Colorado,
describing the value of JFA’s training program for
FCA students who participated in Sept. 2015

Dear Friend,
When Keawe Bridges shared during our outreach debrief meeting earlier this year, our team was
amazed at what he had done with his JFA training. In our November Impact Report (enclosed), JFA trainer
Joanna Wagner shares two of Keawe’s stories and some of JFA’s numbers to illustrate JFA’s impact in 2015.
I’d like to add to the excellent report from Joanna and Keawe by sharing with you three specific things
for which I’m especially thankful as the Executive Director of JFA. I thank God for…


…minds and hearts changed. See especially recent newsletters from Rebecca Haschke and other
team members posted at our Dialogue Examples page (www.jfaweb.org/dialogue-examples).



…forty-eight individuals and couples who have made new commitments to support JFA’s Training
Program Fund or one of JFA’s trainers on a regular basis so far this year.



…my JFA staff colleagues who each display exquisite skill in loving both the unborn child and the
pro-choice advocate, but still see it as important to prayerfully depend on God to be the
“stronghold of the oppressed” and the “helper of the orphan” (see Ps. 9-10, esp. 9:9, 10:14).

As we look forward to our 2016 events, we need your
help especially in the area of our Training Program Fund,
which pays most of the non-salary expenses that enable
our trainers to make abortion unthinkable in their work
of mentoring, speaking, and creating conversations.
Please consider giving a special end-of-year gift, making a
monthly financial commitment to JFA, and asking one
friend to seriously consider supporting JFA, too.
You can give a gift or make a commitment to JFA
using www.jfaweb.org/donate or the enclosed form.

How You Can Help JFA:




Give a special gift.
Make a commitment.
Ask a friend to help, too.

See www.jfaweb.org/invest to learn
how your gift can make an impact.
See www.jfaweb.org/donate to give.

Our new “Invest in JFA” page (www.jfaweb.org/invest) explains how giving to each of JFA’s projects
helps to change hearts and save lives. It discusses the Training Program Fund, as well as the Exhibit Research
and Development Fund, the Intern Scholarship Fund, and Support for JFA Trainers. The page makes it easy to
understand JFA’s specific financial needs in each area and makes it easy to encourage your friends to join
you in partnering with JFA. See the reverse for some highlights from the “Invest in JFA” page.
Together we can make abortion unthinkable through thousands of one-to-one conversations in 2016.
Thanking God for You,

Steve Wagner
Executive Director
JUSTICE FOR ALL – TRAINING THOUSANDS TO MAKE ABORTION UNTHINKABLE FOR MILLIONS, ONE PERSON AT A TIME
113 N. MARTINSON, WICHITA, KANSAS, 67203
316.683.6426
www.jfaweb.org/letters

jfa@ jfaweb.org

Invest in JFA
Please pray with us that God would provide for each of these needs. Consider how you can help.


JFA Events Make Our Conversations and Training Work Possible. Do you want to help
with the expenses for JFA’s 2016 events? Support JFA’s Training Program Fund.
o Goal: 50 new monthly commitments. We’re hoping to raise $5,000 in monthly
commitments. 28 have already made a new commitment in 2015!



JFA Trainers Are the Heart and Soul of JFA. Do you want to help fund trainer salaries so
our trainers can focus on changing hearts and saving lives? Support JFA trainers by giving
to a Personal Support Designation or to the Staff Support Fund.
o Goal: All trainers supported at 100% of their target support goal.



JFA Exhibits Are a Catalyst for Conversations. JFA is creating new large-format exhibits
for our 2016 events. Our first panel just went to print! Do you want to help JFA create
thousands of conversations in just a few days? Support our Exhibit Research and
Development Fund.
o Goal: $18,000 for design, pipe, and printing of two new exhibits to be used in
2016. See www.jfaweb.org/invest for updated cost estimates and more details.



Internships Help Us Recruit Full-Time Staff. Through a four-month paid internship,
we’re inviting potential staff members to explore what it would look like and feel like to
make JFA a career. Do you want to help JFA recruit new staff? Support our new Intern
Scholarship Fund.
o Goal: $16,000 for two interns to be able to join JFA for a four-month internship.

See www.jfaweb.org/invest for more information.
What You’ll Find There:
Detailed descriptions of each project
How each project accomplishes JFA’s mission
Specific funding goals you can help JFA reach in each area

See www.jfaweb.org/donate to give.
What You’ll Find There:
Link to give online by Credit Card (special gift or monthly commitment)
Instructions for giving by Check, Bank Draft, or Credit Card (special gift or monthly commitment)
Giving FAQ’s

